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More than a month later, Omi and Ding Tang Huan, held a long-awaited wedding in the Ding family.

This time, a hundred tables were also invited, but this time it was a full house, and all those who
received invitations came.

Only, under the surface compliments, but in private, many people were laughing at Ding CangDong,
scolding him for being shameless, his daughter married Omi, and his granddaughter also married Omi,
this matter, soon spread in the Immortal World, and became a joke after dinner for a while for others.

Time passed slowly, and in the blink of an eye, half a year’s vacation time was almost upon us.

Omi seemed to be waiting for something every day.

“Omi, what’s wrong with you?Every day you’re anxious.”Ding Lan asked.

“Alas, it’s been half a year, didn’t your father say before that the Immortal Emperor appreciated my
performance on the battlefield, didn’t he say that he would summon me and reward me?”

“You were waiting for this.”

“Yeah, but it’s been six months.”

“There’s nothing to force it on me.”

“I’m going to ask Dad.” One second to remember to read the book

Omi immediately went to find Ding Cangding and ask what was going on.

Ding Cangding said, “Ah Omi, I’m afraid this matter is yellow.”

“Why ah, didn’t you say before that the Immortal Emperor said in public that he would reward me
heavily.”

“The Immortal Emperor was excited at the time, but now it’s been half a year and there was no
intention to summon you, so this matter is yellow in ten.Maybe now the Immortal Emperor has calmed
down and thought about it, and doesn’t want to summon you.”

“Alas, I’m happy for nothing.”

“It doesn’t matter, you saw this big wedding, so many people came to drink your wedding banquet, it
means, although you are still weak, but many people see your potential, those people are not looking
at my face, you keep working hard.”

“Alright, then I’ll go back to the barracks tomorrow.”



“Well, work hard, although the Immortal Emperor didn’t summon you, I’m sure the barracks won’t
treat you badly, so work hard.”

“Okay.”

That night, Omi went to stay at Ding Lan’s place, although both Ding Lan and Tang Huan were now
Omi’s wives, Omi didn’t let them both serve Omi together.

“Lan’er.”

“Well, Husband, what is it.”Ding Lan asked with a good face.

“It’s been so long, I still don’t even know what spell you’re practicing.”

“Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace.”

“Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace?This spell, I’ve heard it’s very strong.”

“It’s hard to practice after all, if it wasn’t, I would’ve been stronger.”

“This Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace, specifically has those powers.”

“You’ll know if you try it with me, I also want to see if you can beat me.”

Omi said with interest, “Yes, I’ve even killed Xuanxian.”

Ding Lan said, “However, you may not be able to defeat me, you have killed Xuan Xian, that’s because
you used the Star Hidden Law, however, not everyone you can use the Star Hidden Law on him.For
example, me.”

“Haha, I don’t believe that you’re any special.”

“If you lose, you’re at my mercy tonight.”Omi said.

Ting Lan nodded shyly, “Fine, whatever you want.”

Omi’s heart rippled.

Just

At that moment, Omi noticed that Ding Lan had disappeared.

“Huh?Where are the people?”

In the next second, Omi felt a soft attack killing behind him.

This soft attack felt like a ball of cotton.

Omi immediately activated the Star Hidden Power, but the attack was like cotton, but the Star Hidden
Power couldn’t store any power.

What was even more unbelievable to Omi was that although it was like cotton, it had a thousand
different strengths after hitting a person.



“Boom.”Omi was instantly struck and flew out of the window.

“Ah.”Omi incredibly climbed up.

In the next second, Ding Lan appeared behind Omi and called out, “Husband, I’m behind you, how
come you have no defense at all, if I’m your enemy, you’re in danger now.”

Omi turned back and said, “Stop it, Lan’er, I’ve lost.”

Ding Lan laughed, “Is it a shame to lose to me, I am at least a Dao Immortal, while you are still a
Heaven Immortal, of course, the only reason you lost to me is because I practiced the Ten Thousand
Methods Without a Trace spell, I’m sure you are already aware of the characteristics of this spell.That’s
right, traceless can be summed up in two words, power without a trace, shadow without a trace,
traceless also means non-existent, but not really non-existent, the enemy is simply unguardable.No
matter if it’s the Star Shifting Great Law, or the Star Hidden Great Law, the enemy is facing a hard fight
against it, but you can’t shift an attack like the Ten Thousand Wonders Without a Trace at all.”

“I see, I didn’t expect that the spells you practiced would be so powerful.”

“You’re right, the Ten Thousand Methods I practiced, the number of people in the entire Immortal
Realm who can practice it is much smaller than practicing the Star Shifting Great Law.Of the top ten
geniuses and beauties in the Heavenly Realm, I’m the only one who was able to practice this spell.In
fact, on the ranking list of the Heavenly Realm’s spells, the difficulty of practicing the Ten Thousand
Methods Without a Trace is much further ahead than the Star Shifting Great Law.”

“Since you were able to practice the even more difficult Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace, why
can’t you practice the Star Shifting Great Law?”

“I just didn’t practice it, I had the chance to choose Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace, so why
would I practice the Star Shifting Great Law.Of course, Husband you’re not bad now, you’ve upgraded
your Star Shifting Great Law, and your Star Hidden Great Law is already as good as Ten Thousand
Methods Without a Trace.”

“If I can’t even beat you, if I run into someone practicing the Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace,
wouldn’t I be finished.”

“Any technique has a nemesis, and I, Ten Thousand Methods Without a Trace, have the same
nemesis.In the Immortal Realm, there is a spell called the Star Devouring Great Law that can devour all
attacks, if my Ten Thousand Wondrous Wondrous Wonders encounter the Star Devouring Great Law, it
will be finished in a flash, I can’t defeat even someone weaker than me, and this Star Devouring Great
Law is even harder to practice than Ten Thousand Wondrous Wondrous Wondrous Wondrous
Wondrous Wondrous Wondrous Wondrous Wondrous.”

Omi busily said, “Where can I go to give find the secret of this spell?”

Ding Lan shook her head, “You, Three Hearts and Two Minds, the Star Devouring Great Law, belongs to
the Emperor’s family spells, outsiders can’t practice it, only the Immortal Emperor’s clan can practice it,
outsiders can’t even see the secret, and even if they get lucky enough to see it and practice it, whether
they do or not, it’s against the rules of the heavens.”

“So.”

“Yes, several of the strongest spells in the Immortal Realm can only be practiced by Immortal
Emperor’s clan, and the Star Devouring Great Law is one of them.”



“What other spells are also only practiced by the clansmen of Immortal Emperors?”

“There’s also the Solar Power Law, the Instantaneous Movement Law, the Life Ordeal Law, and so on,
all of which are forbidden.”

“Oh, so.”Omi was sorry, otherwise, he really wanted to practice the stronger ones, his Star Shift Great
Law, although it was among the stronger spells before, it wasn’t the strongest, there were also
stronger ones such as Ten Thousand Methods, and so on, stronger than Ten Thousand Methods, there
were many more, but most of them belonged to taboo spells.
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